Name of the Tool

The World's Top Musicians Directory

Home Page

Logo

URL

worldtopmusicians.com/

Subject

Musicians - Directories

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

WZM Sound Corp.

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

It provides information on famous singers and musicians. A separate page provides
information on the meetings of musicians with the leaders of different countries and
continents. In another page, Christmas songs are kept. Information and photos of the
musicians’ friends, locations, pets and postcards are also given.

Kind of Information

The world top musicians are displayed with their photos and locations. After clicking
on each of them, artist profile can be seen with a lot of links. An example is given
below :

In “leaders” page, photos of eminent singers and musicians with the leaders are
provided as can be seen below :

Christmas related you tube videos are available also. Some of the photos of
musicians with their family, friends, pets can also be seen. examples are given
below:

Information on the best classic zoom multi-effects processors are provided with
photos and description like:

In the page, named “all the maps” any musician can be searched through their
countries (name of the countries are listed below the map) including exact location in
the map. An example is like :

Soundcloud provides some famous audios of world famous musicians.

Special Features
 You tube videos are attached with the link of respective musician.
 Any musician’s location can be known by clicking on the particular point of the
given map.

Arrangement Pattern

Names of the countries are arranged in alphabetical order as shown below:

Names of famous musicians are also enlisted alphabetically as follows:

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

It is very relevant tool to know about world’s top musicians including their locations,
audios etc. Anyone can find musicians from different countries and cultures, with
different styles and languages and can know about music related processors also.
 Musicians Regional Directory ( musicians.regionaldirectory.us/ )
 Victoria Musicians Directory ( livevictoria.com/musicians )
13th February’ 2017.

